NextEra Energy

Response received by BHRRC from NextEra Energy regarding assessment of exposure to and steps taken in response to forced labour issues in XUAR as documented by Sheffield Hallam University, among others, 7 July 2023.

(1) Assessment of exposure

- “We have worked with our suppliers very closely to map their supply chains back to subcomponents and in some cases raw materials
- The major equipment suppliers have been our focus and we continue to expand the list as we work with our suppliers to map over time.”

(2) Steps taken in response

- “None of our suppliers were on the restricted entity list
- Our new contracts require that our solar suppliers, including components, be manufactures outside of the Xinyang Uyghur Autonomous Region of China and without the use of forced labor.
- Our new contracts also include a commitment from our suppliers to maintain a strict forced labor compliance program that documents the supply chain from raw materials to finished products.”